
Tip Sheet 
GET RETAIL READY: 7 MUST-DO’S  
FOR YOUR NEXT AMAZON NEW 
PRODUCT LAUNCH

1.  Make sure your ASIN is locked and loaded. Don’t forget to account for variations!

2. Review your product detail page copy. Double check to be sure title, bullets, and descriptions are 
keyword rich (but not stuffed) and formatted  correctly. Learn how with “Grow Your Catalog: Launching 
Products on Amazon with Scope.“

3. Ensure product image variety. Make sure your images cover plenty of views and angles, show key 
features and differentiators, and be sure that your photos are high quality and zoomable.

4. Amplify your inventory. The point of being retail ready and doing an Amazon new product launch is   
to achieve maximum sales velocity and rocket up in rankings. You need to have inventory on hand to   
be able to fuel that. If, by a combination of strategy and good fortune, your product is a viral    
sensation (or mentioned by Oprah), you definitely want to have quantity to sell. Running out of stock   
is not only leaving money on the table, but Amazon counts it negatively and can penalize your ranking.

5. Validate your reviews and ratings.  Don’t go full-on launch without these. Yes, it takes sales to get 
ratings and reviews, and it takes ratings and reviews to get sales, but don’t launch cold. Make sure your 
product has a at least a 3.5 star rating and 15 Verified Purchase reviews. Consider doing this via the 
Amazon Early Reviewer Program. Learn more at “How to Get That First Amazon Product Review for 
New Product Launches.”

6. Own the Buy Box. If you own the brand, are up to date in Amazon Brand Registry, using FBA, not   
allowing resellers, and you haven’t been hijacked, the Buy Box should be yours. But that’s a lot of if’s so   
make no assumptions. Now throw in pricing, account health, and competition. Make sure that you   
do not lose the Buy Box. If you do, you’re handing your competitors sales and velocity fuel. 

7. Use A+/Enhanced Brand Content. In addition to clear, compelling copy and high-quality images, you   
need to build out your product detail page as fully as possible. Using A+/Enhanced Brand Content   
will help you do this, making the product more desirable and helping your brand stand out. Learn more  
at “Framing the Narrative: Using Enhanced Brand Content to Tell and Sell Your Story.”

Amazon new product launches require you to be retail ready. If you aren’t 100% retail ready, 
you will most assuredly jeopardize the success of your launch. So how can you tell if you’re 
truly ready to launch? These 7 tips are must-do’s for any Amazon seller or brand preparing 
to launch a new product on Amazon!

Seller Labs has all the tools you need to create a successful Amazon product launch. From 
dominating Amazon advertising and keyword research to automated product reviews and 
simplified reporting, Seller Labs Pro has you covered. Get started with Pro today!
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